Combined DNA vaccination against three animal viruses elicits decreased immunogenicity of a single plasmid in mice.
In order to investigate whether combined DNA vaccines are an ideal way to combine antigens in a single vaccine formulation, we immunized mice with three plasmids (pVSG, pVgD and pVE2), respectively, encoding the antigen of foot-and-mouth disease virus (FMDV), pseudorabies virus (PRV) and classic swine fever virus (CSFV), either alone or in a combined vaccine regimen. We also investigated the immune responses induced by a series of mixtures in which three plasmids were mixed in pairs. Then we further immunized mice with three different plasmids in separate sites and preformed an adoptive transfer experiment. While being given alone, each of the vaccine plasmids induced significant virus-specific antibody responses and splenocytes proliferative activity. But reduced immunogenicity of the pVSG plasmid was found in combined DNA vaccination, no matter whether it was injected in a single or a separate site. Removal single plasmid (pVgD or pVE2) from combined DNA vaccine led to significant increase in the immunogenicity of the pVSG plasmid (P<0.05). And the induction of immune suppression was not mediated by suppressor T cells, as demonstrated by an adoptive transfer experiment. Furthermore, by boosting with whole virus protein of FMDV, mice primed with either pVSG alone or combined DNA vaccine produced statistically significant increase in the FMDV-specific antibody titers (P<0.05). But after boosting, FMDV-specific splenocytes proliferative activity of mice primed with combined DNA vaccine was even lower than that of mice primed with pVSG alone (P<0.05). Taken together, this study reflected the immunogenicity of a single plasmid may be decreased in combined DNA immunization strategy, which still needs to be carefully evaluated before practical application.